Do 8.11.18
17:00

CheckIn /Orientation / at Radio T @Lounge

20:00

Welcome & Opening

followed by panel discussion "Counterpublicity: Claim & Reality for Community Radios 2018"
Community radios stepped up to offer a counterpublicity in the media. The general conditions of publicity changed a lot since the free radios were created. Next to the
issue of dependency of power and recources an additional publicity of social networks evolved and a tendency towards social regression require once again discussions
about the definition of counterpublicity. After gathering experiences in dealing with issues such as the NSU complex (NSU: National Socialist Underground), G20 summit
in Hamburg, the human rights crisis concerning refugees etc., the ZWCM 2018 will provide space to discuss the term itself and the new an old requirements of
counterpublicity.

Caro Keller

NSU Watch

Susann Goldammer

Radio F.R.E.I. (Erfurt)

Prof. Dr. Rüdiger Steinmetz Medienrat der Sächsischen Landesanstalt für privaten Rundfunk und neue Medien (SLM)
Alex Körner

Radio CORAX

Representatives

Antifascist Youth Congress

Lukas Holfeld

facilitator

Fr 9.11.18
08:30

breakfast @Lounge

10:00
10:15

Opening, big hello & info @Theater‐Turnhalle(Theatre hall/gym)

12:15
13:15

lunch @Lounge

updates about tendencies & developments @Theater‐Turnhalle (Theatre hall/gym)
The situation of BFR member radios, initiatives and the radiocamp will be outlined, current focal points and intentions will be presented as well as developments in media
policy.
Exchange of Experiences about Social
trans‐regional reporting part 1
Media Policies @sTudio 1
@tonsTudio
Activists gathered to broadcast together Free radios have to face increasingly
during the G20 protests in Hamburg 2017 internet trolls on social media. This can
lead to an unmanageable situation, which
or at the end of the NSU (NSU: National
demands quick and proper respond.
Socialist Underground) trial in Munich
2018. What is the potential of such a trans‐ Certain strategies about facebook
handling, etc. can be useful. Here you can
regional collaboration of editorial staff
find the space for exchanging experiences
and moderation? What kind of
prearrangement is needed for a successful in that issue.
implementation?

Colourful‐Voices – Network Meeting of
the Refugees Editorial Staff @T‐club
This workshop is for all who are activ in
editorial staff consisting of refugees or
working with refugees. There have been
for 1,5 years approaches of networking
between the several groups, e.g. during
the radiocamp and the BFR conference
2017. The aim of this kind of networking is
to make the voice of refugees louder in
the media.

15:30

Nationwide Covering Part 2 @tonsTudio
see above at part 1

Claim the Waves ‐ Feminist Radio
@T‐club
Claim the Waves ‐ Feminist Radio Days –
was a meeting for LGBTIQ* radiomakers in
summer 2018 in Zurich. At this panel we
want to inform about the idea of
organizing a new ‐ Claim the Waves ‐
festival and to develop more networking
ideas.

18:00

Plenary session with reports from the panels @Theater‐Turnhalle (Theatre hall/gym)

19:00
20:00

dinner @Lounge

Technical Settings for Mobile Radio
@aTelier
Every Radio has his own solutions on how
to make episodes possible, which are
taken outside the studios. Some prefer
hardware solutions and others prefer
software. Some are using streams to
transmit the audio signal and others use
IP telephony. Various solutions will be
presented in this workshop and we will
talk about their advantages and
disadvantages.

How to go on with “automated radio“
@…
In autumn 2017 five community radios in
Austria cooperated to develop a new modular
software for programm management and
automation called AuRa (automated radio). In
this panel we would like to present AuRa,
discuss and present the next steps that are
necessary to make radio automation
applicable in community radios.

Chemnitz – NSU, extreme right‐wing marches, culture, civil society @Lounge
Reports about Chemnitz have been spread worldwide. So is everything said about Chemnitz? Of course not! Old stories with new spot lights and current developments will
be presented.

Sa, 10.11.18
breakfast @Lounge
08:30
09:30
10:00

good morning & insight into the happening of today @Theater‐Turnhalle (Theatre hall/gym)
Research in Community Radios Youth Radio Networking
Telephony via VoIP Part 1
@aTelier
@T‐club
@sTudio 1
We would like to have an open We want to continue our
VoIP is often assocciated with
exchange of the BFR congress
discussion about how we find
poor audio quality and that´s
why it has been rather avoided our topics and what tips and also last year and think together
problems we face with research. about practical steps how to
at radios. Meanwhile the
attract kids and youths to free
belonging infrastructure is grown‐ What kind of media do we use
up, the internet connections are and which tools are helpful? For radios. For that we will discuss
fast and the technology is about that we want to think about how how to enhance the connection
between the kids and us (the
we as free radios (can)
to repress finally analog and
implement "counterpublicity" in supporters), what kind of
ISDN lines. So it's time to do
programm exchange does
our research.
something about it. The
already exist and what is
workshop will give you an insight
desirable.
in basic terms, protocols and
infrastructure of telephony.
Ways to an own telephone
system will be shown.

11:45

Telephony via VoIP Part 2
@sTudio 1
In the second part of the
workshop there will be the
possibility to realize
organizational and technical
tasks on a free telephone server.
Therefore servers and terminal
devices will be availabe. We
want to discuss some scenarios
at the Radio in which such
methods can be used e.g.
connecting analog telephone
hybrids, Echo cancellation, use of
conference rooms and the use of
VoIP for mobile transmitting, etc.

13:15

Lunch @Lounge

Workshop: Journalistic
Terminology in Community
Radios Part 1 @aTelier
The distribution of digital mass
media has changed the
landscape of media heavily
worldwide. Reporting got faster
and pithier, many people say it
has lost its quality.
Corresponding to that, the social
and ethic requirements for
journalists have changed: They
have to deal with much more
information of uncertain origin
and that often under high
pressure of time and much work.
Especially a sensitive and well
informed coverage about topics
that concern social, cultural and
other minorities in the society,
can suffer under these
circumstances.

Flash in the pan? Refugee‐
Media as a task for society and
the role of community radios in
that @projekTraum
There are over 20 editorial
groups in Germany, Austria and
Luxembourg, which are led by
refugees. Most of them were
established around 2015 with
the help of project funds. A lot of
them are impended to shut
down or already did. In this
workshop we want to invite you
to develop strategies together in
order to provide those editorial
groups a lobby within our radios
and media authorities and
beyond that.

Structures of Self‐administration
in Free Radios @Tonstudio
What kind of structures do we
need in community radios to
ensure the necessary liability and
at the same time maintain a
certain liveliness? How can we
organise a reliable operational
process, that can satisfy the
needs of a community radio and
it's members? What are the
factors, that help to integrate
more volunteers and what
makes radiomakers get active
beyond their own show? These
are the questions we are going
to pursue in this workshop.
Active people from different
radios will share with us their
practical experiences.

Sa, 10.11.18
Community radios in the
14:00

Workshop: Journalistic

internet, up-to-date @T-Club
Terminology in Community
Those who got used to Netflix
Radios Part 2 @aTelier
and Soundcloud usually don´t get
See part 1 in the morning
on with freie-radios.net. Podcasts
are still a big thing but we are still
underrepresented even though
many things here would make a
great podcast. Videos basically
consisting of sound are big hits
on facebook and twitter. How can
we keep up with these trends
and do we want that? How can
we apply new ways of making
our stuff accessible for the
listeners without the burden of

building everything ourselves?

Empowerment Workshop for
Women of Color Part 1
@Tonstudio
At this room it's all about you!
It's about that feeling of being
perceived as “different“, about
being speechless when we face
racism or sexism, about the
personal confrontation with the
own affiliation, about the fear of
harassment because of exterior
characteristics, about the
question, which is being asked
constantly: Where do you come
from? It's about the exclusion in
society, it's about the topic, that
you are coming with! It's about
exchanging experiences of
discrimination as women* and as
non whites.

15:30

Members' Gathering of the BFR
@T‐Club
Non‐public

17:30

Plenary session with reports from the panels @Theater‐Turnhalle (Theatre hall/gym)

18:30

Dinner
@Theater‐Turnhalle(Theatre
hall/gym)

20:30

Live Radioplay: The most boring story of the World @Lounge

21:00

Literatureandmusicperformance with the five dildos und not six @Lounge

22:00

Hip music with Don Brummer aka Jan Kummer @Lounge

Crisis Communication for
Community Radios
What can go wrong, will go
wrong. Hopefully it will always
happen to the others. In the
structures of community radios
there is rarely time to prepare
ourselves for crisis situations. But
it is so important to have an
action plan ready when internal
or external crisis situations affect
the everyday radio life.
In the first part of the workshop
we try to find out what types of
crisis are relvant in radios and
which methods can be used to
develop a phased plan for
communication during a crisis.
The second part we try to put
these ideas in practice and we'll
work out in small groups specific
plans for your radios.

19:00 Radioplay Island 2018 @Lounge
Award
ceremony in four categories of non‐commercial radioplay. We'll listen to the non commercial
radioplays of 2018, honour some pieces with a sound‐mermaid and finally we will flood everything
with art. It will start exactly on the tick.

11.11.18
09:30

Breakfast & insight into the happening of today @Lounge

10:20

Working groups and open space for the activities
resulting from the workshops and the members
assembly
@ProjekTraum @T‐Club, @ Studio 1, @ aTelier
‐ Statements, petitions, press announcements
‐ Plans & arrangements about necessary working steps

12:30

Ahoi

Empowerment Workshop for Women of Color Part 2
@Tonstudio
See Part 1 on Saturday afternoon

